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Abstract

Background Patellar instability with medial patellofe-

moral ligament (MPFL) deficiency is a common sports

injury among young people. Although nonoperative and

surgical treatment can provide stability of the patella,

patients often have anxiety related to the knee. We spec-

ulate that neural dysfunction may be related to anxiety in

these patients; however, the mechanism in the brain that

generates this anxiety remains unknown.

Questions/purposes (1) How does brain activity in

patients with MPFL deficiency change in the areas related

to somatic sensation against lateral shift of the patella? (2)

How does patella instability, which can lead to continuous

fear or apprehension for dislocation, influence brain

activity in the areas related to emotion?

Methods Nineteen patients with MPFL deficiency

underwent surgical reconstruction in our hospital from

April 2012 to March 2014. Excluding seven patients with

osteochondral lesions, 12 patients (five males and seven

females; mean age, 20 years) with MPFL deficiency were

sequentially included in this study. Eleven control subjects

(four males and seven females; mean age, 23 years) were

recruited from medical students who had no history of knee

injury. Diagnosis of the MPFL deficiency was made with

MR images, which confirmed the rupture, and by proving

the instability with a custom-made biomechanical device.

Brain activity during passive lateral stress to the patella

was assessed by functional MRI. Functional and anatomic

images were analyzed using statistical parametric mapping.

Differences in functional MRI outcome measures from the

detected activated brain regions between the patients with

MPFL deficiency and controls were assessed using t tests.

Results Intergroup analysis showed less activity in sev-

eral sensorimotor cortical areas, including the contralateral

primary somatosensory areas (% signal change for MPFL

group 0.49% versus 1.1% for the control group; p\0.001),

thalamus (0.2% versus 0.41% for the MPFL versus control,

respectively; p\0.001), ipsilateral thalamus (0.02% versus

0.27% for the MPFL versus control, respectively; p \
0.001), and ipsilateral cerebellum (0.82% versus 1.25% for

the MPFL versus control, respectively; p\ 0.001) in the

MPFL deficiency group than in the control group. In con-

trast, the MPFL deficiency group showed more activity in

several areas, including the contralateral primary motor

area (1.06% versus 0.6% for the MPFL versus control,

respectively; p\0.001), supplementary motor area (0.89%

versus 0.52% for the MPFL versus control, respectively; p

\ 0.001), prefrontal cortex (1.09% versus 1.09% for the

MPFL versus control, respectively; p \ 0.001), inferior

parietal lobule (0.89% versus 0.62% for the MPFL versus

control, respectively; p\ 0.001), anterior cingulate cortex

(0.84% versus 0.08% for the MPFL versus control,
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respectively; p \ 0.001), visual cortex (0.86% versus

0.14% for the MPFL versus control, respectively; p \
0.001), vermis (1.18% versus 0.37% for the MPFL versus

control, respectively; p\ 0.001), and ipsilateral prefrontal

cortex (1.1% versus 0.75% for the MPFL versus control,

respectively; p\ 0.001) than did the control group.

Conclusions Less activity in the contralateral

somatosensory cortical areas suggested that MPFL defi-

ciency may lead to diminished somatic sensation against

lateral shift of the patella. In contrast, increased activity in

the anterior cingulate cortex, prefrontal cortex, and inferior

parietal lobule may indicate anxiety or fear resulting from

patellar instability, which is recognized as an aversion

similar to that toward chronic pain.

Clinical Relevance This study suggests that specific

brain-area activity is increased in patients with MPFL

deficiency relative to that in controls. Further longitudinal

research to assess brain activity and proprioception

between patients pre- and postreconstructive knee surgery

may reveal more regarding how patella instability is related

to brain function. We hope that based on such research, a

neural approach to improve patella-instability-related brain

function can be developed.

Introduction

Patella dislocation and associated medial patellofemoral

ligament (MPFL) deficiency is one of the most-common

knee injuries in adolescents [28, 34]. Although the aim of

treatment is primarily to recover knee stability, proprio-

ception and balance have emerged as important factors to

improve clinical function [3, 12, 35]. Proprioception con-

trols apprehension regarding the joint, and is defined as the

culmination of all neural inputs originating from joints,

tendons, muscles, and associated deep tissue propriocep-

tors, which project to the central nervous system for

processing and ultimately result in the regulation of

reflexes and motor control. Proprioceptive stimuli are

received by sensory receptors—the visual system, the

vestibular system, and the peripheral mechanoreceptors—

which convert mechanical stimuli to a new action potential

[16]. Mechanoreceptors, including the Pacinian corpuscle,

Ruffini’s end organ, and Golgi tendon end organ, have

been histologically proved to exist in normal ACL fibers

[32, 33]; moreover, they can be regenerated even in a

reconstructed ACL [7]. These mechanoreceptors have an

important role in recognizing mechanical stress to the

ligament and transmitting it to the central nervous system

[19].

However, the role of the MPFL in proprioception of the

knee is unknown. We theorize that an MPFL deficiency

could influence brain activity in somatosensory and

emotional regions. First, when the patella shifts laterally

with knee extension and flexion and/or quadriceps muscle

contraction, the MPFL is elongated and these stimuli may

be recognized and transmitted to the central nervous sys-

tem by some neural organs in the MPFL and/or joint

capsule and/or quadriceps muscle. Patella instability may

influence this neural function followed by change in brain

activity. Next, we often encounter patients who report

apprehension for redislocation of the patella despite that

the instability was resolved by successful conservative

treatment or reconstruction surgery of the MPFL. This may

be the result of the change in brain activity in the emotion-

related area. We chose functional MRI to investigate brain

activity. Compared with other techniques, such as positron

emission tomography or single-photon emission tomogra-

phy to evaluate brain activity by detecting a transition of

blood supply or metabolism of the brain, functional MRI

has some advantages, including no radiation exposure, high

spatial resolution, and high-contrast resolution, and can

acquire images in any plane. Consequently, functional MRI

has been adopted in many research areas to understand the

localization of brain activity [37]. Kapreli et al. [18]

reported on their evaluation of brain activity in patients

with ACL injury using functional MRI.

The aim of the current study was to assess brain activity

in patients with a chronic MPFL deficiency compared with

control subjects who do not have a MPFL deficiency or any

other knee disorders. We asked: (1) How does brain

activity in patients with MPFL deficiency change in the

areas related to somatic sensation against lateral shift of the

patella? (2) How does patella instability, which can lead to

continuous fear or apprehension for dislocation, influence

brain activity in the areas related to emotion?

Patients and Methods

This controlled, prospective study was conducted in a

single university from 2012 to 2014 after obtaining insti-

tutional approval by the ethics committee of the institute

(approval No. 660), and written informed consent was

obtained from all participants.

Twenty-nine patients with traumatic patella dislocation

were seen in our hospital fromApril 2012 toMarch 2014. All

MPFL ruptures were confirmed by MRI and clinically

diagnosed by physical examination performed by one

orthopaedic surgeon (YU). Seven patients with osteochon-

dral lesions on the joint surface of the patella or trochleawere

treated primarily by reconstructive surgery. The remaining

22 patients were first treated conservatively by fitting a brace

and providing functional training of the quadriceps muscle.

After less than 3 months of conservative treatment, patients

who experienced redislocation or instability influencing
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their daily activities were indicated for surgical treatment.

Finally, 12 patients (five males and seven females; age, 20±

9 years; range, 15–39 years; all right handed) with chronic

MPFL deficiency were sequentially included this study.

Although we established the exclusion criteria of pain when

the patella shifted, limitedROM in the investigated knee, or a

history of previous trauma in the same leg, no patient

required exclusion. Eleven medical university students

without any knee disorders, including MPFL deficiency,

were recruited as control subjects (four males and seven

females; age, 23± 4 years; range, 19–31 years). Only right-

handed subjects were recruited for controls to match the

dominant hemisphere of the patient groups. We used a cus-

tom biomechanical device (‘‘patella tester’’) to evaluate

patella instability quantitatively. This novel device, which

we designed in 2010, measures the force required to move a

patella over a 5-mm distance and calculates rigidity (N/mm)

as an indicator of patella instability [10]. The test was per-

formed by a single examiner (TM) familiar with the device.

The mean time since initial injury in the patients with

MPFL deficiency was 43 months (range, 3–224 months),

and the mean number of dislocations was three (range, 1–

11). All participants felt anxiety with passive patella shift

(that is, the patella apprehension test was positive). We

used the Kujala score for functional assessment of a patient

with a patellofemoral disorder [20]. This scoring consists

of 13 questions regarding pain, physical abilities such as

running and squatting, and ROM. The score ranges from 0

to 100 points, with a higher score indicating better func-

tion. At the time of enrollment, the mean Kujala score in

the patient group was 69 ± 11 points. Patella rigidity was

lower in the injured knee than in the unaffected con-

tralateral knee in all participants (mean, 0.63 ± 0.21 N/

mm; 95% CI, 0.49–0.77), than on the contralateral side

(mean, 1.03 ± 0.31N/mm; 95% CI, 0.83–1.24) (p = 0.001).

For reference, the value of 0.95 N/mm was obtained from

healthy subjects in a previous study [21] (Table 1).

Functional MRI Data Acquisition

The functional MRI measurements were performed using a

3.0-T scanner (Signa
TM

HDxt; General Electric Company,

Fairfield, CT, USA) with an eight-channel round head coil.

First a T1-weighted sequence (repetition time [TR]/echo

time [TE] = 2168.96/9.252 ms; matrix, 515 9 512; slice

thickness, 6.0 mm) was scanned for anatomic mapping.

Then, a functional MRI series including six functional time

series commenced. Sixty whole-brain echoplanar images

(TR/TE = 3000/35 ms; matrix, 64 9 64; slice thickness, 4.0

mm) were acquired every 3.0 seconds.

Patients and control subjects were positioned in the

supine position inside the MRI scanner. A wrap was used

to fix their trunks to limit head motion during the stress

task. Lateral stress was applied manually to the patella

from the medial aspect by one examiner (MK), with the

goal of gently inducing 5 mm of lateral displacement in as

consistent a manner as possible. Both legs also were fixed

with straps and pillows during the sessions. Each time

series of this block design consisted of six blocks of two

conditions: rest and lateral shift to the patella. Each con-

dition lasted 30 seconds (equal to 10 whole brain images)

and lateral stress to the patella was applied five times in

each task phase.

Functional and anatomic images were analyzed using

statistical parametric mapping (SPM8; Wellcome Trust

Centre for Neuroimaging, London, UK). For each partici-

pant, slice timing of the echoplanar images time series was

adjusted referring to the middle slice (the 20th slice), then

realigned and resliced using the SPM8 motion correction

algorithm [14] to correct the head motion accompanied by

the stress task. These images were coregistered on the

anatomic MRI (T1-weighted image) and were normalized

to a standard brain image. The normalized echoplanar

images then were processed with spatial smoothing with

Gaussian filtering (8-mm full width at half maximum) [13].

Statistical Analyses

Individual statistical data analysis (first-level analysis)

consisted of several steps. Detected global changes of the

blood oxygenation level-dependent signal [27] were

Table 1. Characteristics of patients in the MPFL group

Patient

number

Sex Age

(years)

Time

after first

injury

(months)

Number of

dislocations

Kujala

score

Patella

rigidity (N/

mm) injured

contralateral

1 F 18 6 1 84 0.56 0.87

2 M 15 3 1 76 0.64 1.56

3 M 16 3 1 42 0.64 1.11

4 F 18 23 11 71 0.63 1.31

5 F 15 21 2 66 0.71 0.91

6 M 37 36 5 75 0.23 0.54

7 F 39 224 2 53 0.98 1.21

8 F 22 96 1 70 0.67 0.98

9 F 15 47 5 75 0.23 0.50

10 F 16 7 1 72 0.86 1.41

11 M 16 28 2 69 0.62 1.00

12 M 15 23 2 78 0.76 1.03

Mean 20 43 3 69 0.63 1.04

SD 9 63 3 11 0.21 0.31

MPFL = medial patellofemoral ligament; F = female; M = male.
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processed to a general linear model, which was calculated

with convolution of hemodynamic response function and

task block [40]. After the estimation process involving

calculating the partial regression coefficient of the general

linear model in all voxels, statistical analysis using a t test

was performed to generate a statistical parametric map. We

then could see the brain area more activated in the task

phase than in the rest phase in each patient and control

subject. Group analysis then (second-level analysis) was

performed to find voxels in which blood oxygenation level-

dependent signals were increased more substantially in the

task phase than in the rest phase in each group. The sta-

tistical parametric maps of all patients and control subjects,

which were generated in the individual analysis, were

processed with random effects, and a one sample t test was

used to analyze statistical values in all voxels. The brain

area activated in the task phase than in the rest phase was

shown as an average for each group. In all comparisons, a

probability less than 0.001 was considered as indicating

statistical significance to improve the reliability of the

analysis for multiple comparisons. Finally, the two groups

were compared directly using a two sample t test. Brain

areas of differential activation were detected between

group analysis of activation as higher in patients with

MPFL deficiency than in controls and as higher in controls

than in patients with MPFL deficiency. The significance

level of differences was a probability less than 0.001 for

activation between the groups. Group analysis by SPM8

compares only statistic values–it cannot compare absolute

values (the actual value of MRI signal). Therefore, the

percentage of change in the MR signal in the brain area

with activation was estimated using the MarsBaR SPM

toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net). This process was

applied to regions of interest in which we had already

proved that brain activity was statistically different

between the patient and control groups by SMP8, and the

estimated value was not analyzed statistically.

Results

Brain activity in somatic sensation areas was lower in the

MPFL deficiency group than in the control group. The

areas that showed more activation in the task phase than in

the rest phase are different between both groups on images

of the brain map (Fig. 1). Results of comparisons between

groups showed MRI signal changes in the contralateral

primary sensory area (% signal change for MPFL group,

0.49%, versus 1.1% for the control group; p \ 0.001),

thalamus (0.2% versus 0.41% for the MPFL versus control,

respectively; p\0.001), ipsilateral thalamus (0.02% versus

0.27% for the MPFL versus control, respectively; p \
0.001, and cerebellum (0.82% versus 1.25% for the MPFL

versus control, respectively; p\ 0.001) were lower in the

MPFL deficiency group than in the control group

(Table 2). The mean values and SD of percent signal

change in these areas are shown (Fig. 2). To the contrary,

brain activity was higher in the contralateral primary motor

area (1.06% versus 0.6% for the MPFL versus control,

respectively; p\0.001), supplementary motor area (0.89%

versus 0.52% for the MPFL versus control, respectively; p

\ 0.001) and visual cortex (0.86% versus 0.14% for the

MPFL versus control, respectively; p\0.001) in the MPFL

deficiency group than in the control group (Fig. 3).

Additionally, the areas related to emotion were activated

in the MPFL deficiency group. Intergroup analysis showed

Fig 1A–F The brain area is more activated in the task phase than the

rest phase as seen on the (A) sagittal, (B) coronal, and (C) horizontal
views of the medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) deficient group

than on the (D) sagittal, (E) coronal, and (F) horizontal views of the
control group. In this brain map, activated areas are shown in different

shades of grey. The darker grey tones have higher T values (which

equals a lower p value).
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higher MRI signal changes than those in the control group

in the contralateral inferior parietal lobule (0.89% versus

0.62% for the MPFL versus control, respectively; p \
0.001), prefrontal lobe (1.09% versus 1.09% for the MPFL

versus control, respectively; p\ 0.001), anterior cingulate

cortex (0.84% versus 0.08% for the MPFL versus control,

respectively; p\ 0.001), vermis (1.18% versus 0.37% for

the MPFL versus control, respectively; p \ 0.001), and

ipsilateral prefrontal lobe (Table 2). The mean value and

SD of MRI signal changes are shown (Fig. 3).

Discussion

A patellar dislocation is an injury commonly sustained by

young, active patients, with nearly 70% of dislocations

occurring during sports activities [11, 28, 34]. The MPFL is

a thin fascial band approximately 53 mm (range, 45–64

mm) long [38] that links the region of the medial epi-

condyle of the femur to the proximal part of the medial

border of the patella. Several studies have found that the

MPFL is the primary passive restraint that resists lateral

translation of the patella [4, 8, 15, 25]. Although previous

studies have shown satisfactory physical function after

reconstructive surgery of the MPFL [1, 5, 6, 24], little

attention has been dedicated to understanding the changes

that occur in the brain. We often meet patients who report

having anxiety or discomfort despite having patella sta-

bility obtained through treatment. We speculated that some

changes occur in the brain activity of patients with MPFL

deficiency that are related to these symptoms of anxiety or

discomfort and therefore we evaluated brain activity by

functional MRI in this study. Our study showed that brain

activity decreased in the contralateral somatosensory cor-

tical areas and increased in the ipsilateral anterior cingulate

cortex, prefrontal cortex, and inferior parietal lobule in

patients with MPFL deficiency compared with healthy

control subjects. To our knowledge, this is the first study to

map brain activity in patients with MPFL insufficiency.

This study has numerous limitations. First, we did not

histologically prove the existence of a mechanoreceptor in

MPFL. Second, actual proprioception including joint

position sense or sense for angulation was not evaluated,

Table 2. Brain regions showing higher functional MRI activation

MPFL group\ control group MPFL group[ control group

Area MNI coordinates (x, y, z) p Value MRI signal change

(%)

Area MNI coordinates (x, y, z) p Value MRI signal change

(%)

MPFL Control MPFL Control

Contralateral Contralateral

SM1 10, �50, 68 \ 0.001 0.49 1.1 M1 10, �6, 52 \ 0.001 1.06 0.6

Thalamus 2, �20, 5 \ 0.001 0.2 0.41 SMA 12, 4, 62 \ 0.001 0.89 0.49

Ipsilateral PF (BA44) 40, 6, 6 \ 0.001 1.09 0.52

Thalamus �6, �24, 5 \ 0.001 0.02 0.27 IP (BA40) 50, �30, 26 \ 0.001 0.89 0.62

Cerebellum �26, �54, �22 \ 0.001 0.82 1.25 ACC 2, �16, 31 \ 0.001 0.84 0.08

V 0, �78, �4 \ 0.001 0.86 0.14

Vermis �6, �52, �22 \ 0.001 1.18 0.37

Ipsilateral

PF (BA44) �42, 5, 6 \ 0.001 1.1 0.75

MNI= Montreal Neurological Institute; MPFL = medial patellofemoral ligament; SM1 = primary sensory area; M1 = primary motor area; SMA =

supplementary motor area; BA = Brodmann area; PF = prefrontal lobe; IP = inferior parietal lobule; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; V = visual

cortex.

Fig. 2 The percent signal change in the area was activated higher in

the medial patellofemoral ligament (MPFL) deficient group than in

the control group (p\ 0.001). The mean value and SD are shown.

SM1 = primary sensory area; ips = ipsilateral.
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and on these points, we could not determine the contribu-

tion or causation of MPFL deficiency to brain activity.

Further studies to establish these aspects are required to

validate the results of this study. There were also some

limitations related to the analysis method used. Although

12 patients were regarded as sufficient for analysis using

the SPM software, a greater number would be required to

apply the results to all other patients with MPFL defi-

ciency. The small number of patients and control subjects

in this study could have caused biases related to the

demographic characteristics of the patients, such as sex,

number of dislocations, and posttraumatic time. Addition-

ally, because this was not a randomized controlled study,

differences in the initial somatosensory or physical func-

tion and dominant leg could have affected the results.

Finally, the applied lateral stress to the patella might not

have been constant for all patients and control subjects

because the stress was generated manually, so devices that

can apply constant stress should be considered in future

experiments to provide more reliable results. In this study,

the examiner did his best to provide sufficient force to

displace the patella by 5 mm, and no further.

Our study showed the differences in brain activity of

patients with MPFL deficiency compared with that of

healthy control subjects. Similar to those with ACL defi-

ciency [18], patients with MPFL deficiency showed

diminished activation in the primary sensory area and

thalamus, both of which play leading roles in input from

proprioception in normal knees. The decreased activation

of these cortical areas in the MPFL group could be

attributed to the differentiation of the ascending afferent

pathway from the injured knee. We propose some theories

regarding the possible response to this incitement. One is

that the MPFL has a function as a mechanoreceptor, which

could detect a lateral shift of the patella when the MPFL

was elongated or shortened. However, a histologic study by

Tuxoe et al. [38] showed that the MPFL had no

mechanoreceptors but did have nerve fibers, which seems

to deny this theory. Another theory is that the Golgi tendon

end organ or muscle spindle senses the elongation or

shortening of the patella tendon and/or quadriceps femoris

muscle and/or joint capsule. We surmise that the reasons

for altered brain activity in patients with MPFL deficiency

is that the sensory function of tendons, joint capsule, and

muscles may be affected by patella instability. Diminished

activity of the ipsilateral cerebellum indicates a decreased

ascending afferent pathway through the spinocerebellar

tract, which is one of the somatosensory pathways. This

finding also could show function of proprioception in the

MPFL-injured knee. We cannot extrapolate further owing

to the lack of studies on the neural function of the MPFL,

although the brain activity of areas related to somatosen-

sory pathways was clearly less in patients with MPFL

deficiency than in the control subjects.

Another interesting finding of our study was the

increased activity of the primary motor area, supplemen-

tary motor area, prefrontal lobe (Brodmann area [BA] 44),

inferior parietal lobule (BA40), and anterior cingulate

cortex. A meta-analysis showed that the supplementary

motor area, anterior cingulate cortex, prefrontal lobe,

inferior parietal lobule, and vermis respond to pain in

healthy subjects [29]. These areas may play a role with

respect to pain; the anterior cingulate cortex, especially, is

well known as an area composed of the so-called ‘‘pain

matrix’’ [36]. Pain has been recognized not just as a

physical sensation, but also as an integration of several

emotions [22]. It has been confirmed that discomfort

feelings such as dissatisfaction, a sense of alienation, sor-

row, and envy can activate the pain-related brain area

[9, 26, 30]. This means the pain matrix is not exclusively

specific for pain, but also for detection of the salient sen-

sory input and should thus be called the ‘‘neuromatrix.’’

Although we did not apply pain, but rather lateral shift of

the patella, participants may feel discomfort such as

Fig. 3 The percent signal

change in the area was activated

higher in the control than in the

medial patellofemoral ligament

(MPFL) deficient group (p \
0.001). The mean value and SD

are shown. M1 = primary motor

area; SMA = supplementary

motor area; PF = prefrontal

lobe; IP = inferior parietal lobe;

ACC = anterior cingulate cor-

tex; V= visual cortex; ips =

ipsilateral.
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apprehension or fear related to patella instability. These

emotions could activate the neuromatrix. It has been

reported that such areas could increase activation in

pathologic conditions. Baliki et al. [2] reported that anterior

cingulate cortex activity increased with spontaneous pain

in patients with chronic back pain. Ikemoto et al. [17]

reported that activity in the primary motor area, supple-

mentary motor area, anterior cingulate cortex, and

cerebellum increased with noxious stimulation in patients

with neuropathic pain (allodynia). May et al. [23] reported

that activity in the supplementary motor area and cere-

bellum increased with headache attacks in patients with

cluster headaches. Ushida et al. [39] reported that the

anterior cingulate cortex was activated in a patient with

hand allodynia by just watching a movie where a hand was

touched with a brush. Thus, increased activity in the pri-

mary motor area, supplementary motor area, anterior

cingulate cortex, and cerebellum, as seen in our patients,

may not indicate a normal response to a lateral shift of the

patella. We were concerned that apprehension regarding

dislocation could be imprinted as a fear memory resulting

from recurrent dislocation or a long posttraumatic interval

in patients with MPFL deficiency. If the apprehension can

become chronic, like pain, it may lead to persistent feelings

of anxiety or instability, even with a stabilized knee after

MPFL reconstruction.

Increased activation in the visual cortex against

decreased activation in the primary sensory area and tha-

lamus was seen in the MPFL group, indicating

modifications of the central nervous system. A previous

study of ACL injury suggested that the higher activation of

this area was the result of its increased need for motion

visualization and feedback during the movement of injured

joints owing to restrictive proprioceptive information [18],

which was supported by the fact that visual and proprio-

ceptive information were combined to control limb

movements [31]. Because diminished somatosensory

function such as position sense also required additional

support from the visual sense (determined by the Romberg

test), this finding may show compensation for hypoactive

proprioception resulting from MPFL deficiency.

We found that brain activity in patients with MPFL

deficiency differed from that of control subjects in the

patellar apprehension test. This may suggest functional

depression of proprioception in the knee and implies the

need for additional evaluation of joint position sense or

sense for angulation. Because brain reorganization occur-

red in patients with MPFL deficiency, future studies

should focus on rehabilitation for reeducation of the cen-

tral nervous system—that is, neurocognitive

rehabilitation—rather than focusing only on the peripheral

neuromuscular function. Whether treated conservatively or

surgically, it is important to avoid recurrent dislocation,

which could enhance fear or anxiety in the patient. Further

research is needed to clarify how to manage MPFL defi-

ciency and to improve clinical outcomes from a neurologic

viewpoint.
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